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Research Statement; 

Depending on naturally occurring chiral compounds like amino acids, bio-inspired bioconjugate 

chiral spaces are allowed to be constructed for functional materials and asymmetric catalysts. Our 

interest focuses on chirality-organized organometallic peptides, which include a chiral component 

located in the peptide scaffold and a catalytic active component in the organometallic moiety. The 

utilization of self-assembling properties of short peptides through hydrogen bonding is considered 

to be a convenient approach to a highly ordered space in one favorable conformation. Our target 

system consists of dipeptide chains on a urea spacer including proline as a turn-inducer, to design 

functional bioorganometallic systems.  

 

 

My goal is the synthesis of functional materials for switching their emission properties based on 

their molecular arrangement. Furthermore, these materials will be applied for a catalytic reaction, 

since they include a metallic moiety for a potential catalytic activity and a peptide moiety to 

induce stereoselectivity. An improved catalytic activity will be attained depending on the 

combination of the metal and the peptide. The novel materials and chiral spaces for molecular 

recognition and asymmetric reaction will be realized by using the bioconjugates. 

 


